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The war room movie cast

Apocalypse Now | Zoetrope Studios No wonder there have been so many songs, plays, and books written about war – this is an interesting subject, filled with brutality and pain and emotion and spectacular scope. But perhaps there is no better medium in capturing the terrible experience of being at war than a movie, allowing us to witness the true or fictional
account of some bloody conflict with astonishing closeness. Nonetheless, the subject that covers it all because of the war requires some know how to get the rights to the film. Fortunately, these 10 films managed to do just that in their own unique way. 1. Apocalypse Now Francis Ford Coppola's Godfather trilogy may be his main claim to fame, but they are
just about fit in scope and quality by other Magnum Apocalypse Now opus. Coppola, who famously commented that the film is not about Vietnam but is Vietnamese, went through hell to film this episodic depiction of the institutional madness of the Vietnam War based on Joseph Conrad's novel Heart of Darkness. The harrowing and sometimes even dark
humor that shaped the film is connected by hallucinatory journeys down the river and by thematic madness tones, examining a world in which the reality of simple war has taken their toll on everyone, one way or another. 2. Paths of Glory World War I is a war fought for little more than imperialist supremacy, pitting one nation's soldiers against another in
bloody battles for unclear political reasons. Paths of Glory is perhaps the biggest film about the conflict as it finds enemy soldiers in tireless officers who don't have to force people to march towards their deaths. Stanley Kubrick's truly superb film is unforgiving in its indictment of the high-end indifference and absurd bureaucracy behind all the bullets and
bloodshed. Too powerful and irrational to be moved even by the fiery idealism of Colonel Dax Kirk Douglas. 3. Saving Private Ryan There are many inspired moments in Steven Spielberg's epic war picture Saving Private Ryan, which manages to serve both as an anti-war image and a fitting tribute to the people who gave their lives in the bloodiest conflict in
human history. But nothing can really beat the extraordinary opening moments when Captain Miller Tom Hanks navigates the freezing beaches, whizzing bullets, and dropping the body of the Normandy Invasion, horribly numb to everything that's going on around him. The rest of the film finds a crew of men sacrificing their lives after another, which the
important brass have decided for symbolic reasons. Spielberg's film makes an appeal for the same value of every single soldier storming that beach at the start 4. Full Metal Jacket Rather than focusing on just one aspect of the unfair Vietnam War, Stanley Kubrick – the only director to land two films on this list – divides his Vietnamese films into segments.
The second half of the film follows a journey the town and forest of Matthew Modine's Personal Joker, but in the end it looks generic and pales compared to the fun first half, which takes place entirely in a sea boot camp. The amusing but disturbing verbal abuse of camp sergeants led to the psychological unraveling of one less well-known recruit, and the
death of their partner, serving as one of the most conscious depictions of the way we dehumanize our soldiers so that they might fight for us. 5. Three Kings Three Kings is an exaggerated film, full of stylish visual ideas, self-absorbed characters, and inspired tragikomedi pieces that all present stories about America's half-hearted involvement in the Middle
East. It's a movie that rings all too true. Before we re-enter Iraq for a second time, this early film from director David O. Russell shows the political and economic opportunism of the American military and some individual soldiers who set out in search of wealth but inadvertently inspired civilians to rebel against their oppressors, mistakenly believing that they
had the support of would-be American liberators. As a mix of humor, action and fearless social satire, Three Kings is a rare film about a war that manages to be fun and soothing. 6.M*A*S*H Before becoming one of the most popular television series of all time, M*A*S*H is an independent film from director Robert Altman that focuses on screw antics from
medical posts near the front lines of the Korean War. Off-color humor is all the more cathartic and funny in this unlikely setting, because the impolite jokes of Hawkeye and Trapper, who are always targeted at superiors unwilling to acknowledge the absurdity of the conflict in which they find themselves, speak with a sense of dissatisfaction with the existing
power and tired resignations that quintessentially '70s. The jokes may be funny, but they exist only to distract from the horrific violence that rears its head now and again to remind the characters of their own death. 7. Jean Renoir's 1937 film The Grand Illusion looked at World War I through clear European eyes, pointing to conflict as the point when the idea
of European aristocracy eventually died. The film focuses on the unlikely economic and historic relationship between a group of French soldiers detained by the Germans and in particular a conflicting commander (Erich von Stroheim) with a weak spot for the privileged class of any country. There are plenty of exciting escape sequences to keep the blood
pumping throughout the film, but the real strength is as a portrait of the moment when history changes direction, bringing some men to the future and leaving too many others behind. 8. Grave of the Fireflies So many movies that focus on on the front lines of war, but few focus on the tragic civilian casualties often brought about by war. Perhaps the most
effective depiction of this tragic of perhaps the ugliest reality of all wars, comes from the Japanese Japanese the film was marketed as a family picture after its release despite the tragedy of the un drawn fairy tale. Grave of the Fireflies follows two young brothers who are evicted from their home and forced to live with abusive aunts. They are eventually
encouraged to live on the streets and fight for whatever rationed food might help them survive long enough to live through a war they do not understand, but irreversibly affect their short lives all the same. 9. A platoon of Vietnam War films shows a young recruit experiencing a moral crisis while fighting in a war, which includes being caught between two very
different sergeants. This is an autobiographical film for the director, Oliver Stone. The film is good at attracting people to experience its emotional story. The film won four Oscars for Best Picture, Best Director, Best Sound, and Best Film Editing. 10. Glory This film shows the first all-black volunteer company in the Civil War. This includes war, but also the
racism present in the Union and the Confederacy. The film has a lot of talent on its side with actors Denzel Washington and Morgan Freeman. The film eventually won three Oscars for Best Supporting Actor, Best Cinematography, and Best Sound. The film is stunning, from its cinematography to its homage to the black soldiers of the time. Additional
reporting by Nicole Weaver. Follow Jeff Rindskopf on Twitter @jrindskopf See entertainment cheat sheet on Facebook! Anger. The second World War, of course, was very popular in the movies. When the war left, it was about five old wars, yet it still occupies most of our cinematic imagination. In a recent survey of three hundred war films, a total of 46% were
about the Second World War. And why the hell not?! The second World War was, as the name suggests, a world war. It's completely global. You can have movies as far away as movies about Burma, movies about Africa, and movies about Europe, and they can all still be World War II movies. You can have Air Force movies and Navy movies and movies
about Underground Resistance. And, best of all, the Second World War gave a truly evil enemy in the form of Hitler and the Nazis. But what does second and third place look like? (Click here for the Top World War II war movies.) Second place looks like epic swords and slippers. The anonymously named Medieval War films came in second with 11.5% of all
war films. This is the breadth of the film type, to include Bible movies, Robin Hood movies, and almost all movies in which the preferred battle weapon is a sword or bow and arrow. (Click here for the Top Medieval war movies.) The first World War came in third place with only 8% of war films. Think about it: How little mental real estate the First World War
held in Our big brains? We thought of the horrors of trench warfare and that's it. Sadly, that such a terrible, mighty, so very terrible conflict can be reduced to only 8% of war movies and tagged for War. Platoon. In fourth place was Vietnam, with 6.5% of war films. This surprises me. Hollywood looks, tome, to have a special handle on Vietnamese movies.
Perhaps even though it was just a period of time, that period has now passed. And really, what else can be said about the Vietnam war that hasn't been said several times? The possibility of a new Vietnamese film being made that will offer a new perspective on a war we've never considered before is virtually non-existing. (Click here for Top Vietnam War
Movies.) And 5th place went to the American Civil War. Civil War movies seem to be relegated to the cinematic trash of war movies, the kind of movies that play on PBS, or every once and a while when HBO recycles some 1980s movies, when there's still something new to say about the Civil War. The problem with the Civil War is that it's so old-fashioned, it
doesn't affect anything these days. No grandfather was a veteran of that war. No one knows anyone who served in that war. It's just history. Lone Survivor. Only 3% of Hollywood war movies have been about our war in Afghanistan. Of course, time doesn't side with afghanistan war movies. The Civil War has been almost a century to have a war movie made
about it. The second World War has had nearly eighty years of film. Afghanistan only allowed Hollywood to produce films for fifteen years. And no Hollywood producer in his right mind is really going to start making movies about war while it's still active and new. Expect this 3% figure to rise in the coming years. (Click here for the Best and Worst War Film
about Afghanistan.) Only 2% of war movies have been about the second Iraq war. Again, as with Afghanistan and as with the film War on Terror, Iraq as a war only existed for fifteen years or so. Which, when you count against eighty-several years of film, won't be much. Other numbers are going up in the coming years. (Click here for the Best and Worst
War Film about Iraq.) And 9th place? 9th place dissolves into a party of strife. Of the many smaller wars with a single film fighting for recognition. Libya? 13 Hours and this documentary. Syria? A documentary. Panama? A documentary I haven't reviewed. Lebanon? Nada, what's going on? And on and on. (Yes, I know that there are many foreign war movies
to be counted. I can only register American and British war films, although due to limited resources.) resources.)
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